100 HOURS NONSTOP INTERNET ACCESS THROUGH STARONE
Denpasar, 21 December 2007- StarOne Indosat has once again proven its reliability on
internet access services through 100 Hours Nonstop Internet Access Trial which
conducted in Denpasar, Bali. The internet access trial using StarOne for 100 hours
nonstop was conducted at Indosat Teuku Umar Gallery, Jl. Teuku Umar 102, Denpasar.
During the event, there was also a competition to be the longest internet browsing &
chatting to win a Note Book. The 100 hours internet access was scheduled to be
completed by 25 December 2007 at 18.00 WITA.
“Through this internet access reliability trial, we would like to prove that StarOne service
quality, especially internet access, has good quality and can compete with other internet
access services,” said Guntur S. Siboro, Marketing Director Indosat.
In addition to voice services with competitive and economical price, StarOne also offers
wireless internet access services with speed up to 153.6 Kbps in StarOne coverage
(DataCable, irDA, Bluetooth or PCMCIA Card).
“We also offer internet access services through StarOne to provide alternate internet
services with affordable price, therefore, access to global information will be easier for all
level of people,” added Guntur S. Siboro.
StarOne services in Bali has received high enthusiasm by public especially in Denpasar
and surrounding area which has been proven by high demand for StarOne product.
Previously, in celebrating the 40th anniversary, Indosat re-launched StarOne with special
package “NGORBIT” or “Thrifty Talk” with several tariff options that provide better benefits
and pleasures for customers. StarOne which has just completed its frequency migration to
800 MHz provides telecommunication and internet services with affordable price. For
Postpaid, StarOne offers special internet access package with only Rp49,000/month for
internet access up to 350 MB or Rp99,000/month for up to 1GB.
Currently, with its strong signal network, StarOne provides the services in 24 cities and will
become 46 cities by end of 2007, offers MINUTES NGORBIT and MONTHLY NGORBIT.
StarOne MINUTES NGORBIT is very suitable for customers that make a call for once a
while. Customers can call to other StarOne customers with flat tariff either local or long
distance with tariff Rp25/minute or Rp750/hour with additional following minutes
Rp12.5/minute.
For StarOne customers that frequently make a call, customers can use MONTHLY
NGORBIT with tariff Rp25,000/month for unlimited calls to other StarOne in Indonesia,
local and long distance. Using NGORBIT BULANAN, internet access or calls to GSM
Indosat (Matrix, Mentari, IM3) can also be cheaper.
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